JavaScript Developer
Zephr helps the world’s leading media companies, brands and organisations to gear-up for the
subscription economy. Businesses that use Zephr give visitors tailored digital journeys based on
real data, leading to increases in subscriptions, improved ad yields and stronger, longer customer
relationships.
Zephr`s initial focus and vision is to allow their customers to create the best customer journeys in a
totally new, code-free, highly iterative way - and their ongoing product development is informed by
years of experience building identity, subscription and paywall solutions.
Founded in 2017 and headquartered in London Zephr already works with dozens of major clients
globally - including a host of international media brands such as Conde Nast, News Corp and
Dennis Publishing. Last year they set up operations across Europe and in the US, recently
welcoming The New York Post as a client.

Your contribution to something big:

●

You will be involved in building and maintaining
plugins for the use of Zephr clients. Liaise with
developers of third party platforms along with
understanding client needs as well as Zephr needs
for said plugins.

Technological Stack:

Our ideal teammate has/is:
●

●

●
●
●

Comfortable with researching what a given 3rd
party platform does, then reading through API
documentation; mapping concepts in Zephr onto
3rd party platforms to provide useful
interactions.
Ability to liaise with other developers internally,
with customers, and with 3rd party vendors to
aid in the development of current and future
plugins.

Able to derive broad, generic use cases from
initial, customer-specific requirements.

●

Javascript (ECMA 5.1). Ideally 2 years
experience

●

Familiarity with development tools such as JIRA
& Git

●

Familiarity with basic web application concepts:
- HTML/JSON
- ReST
- HTTP

Brownie points:
●

Java (Java 8 & Nashorn, especially)

●

Capable of independent research and learning,
but able to ask questions and work in a team.

Comfort with event-driven and asynchronous
architectures

●

Security-minded and aware of basic security
best practice.

Comfort applying hashing and cryptography
techniques as required to authenticate with 3rd-party
APIs

●

Basic SQL skills

Comfortable with the modelling of generic use
cases for which plugins should cater.

●

Comfortable refactoring code and optimising for
readability or performance where necessary.

●

Understand the importance of documentation.
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